
We exist to challenge parents to avoid 

group-think, so they can connect with their kids, 

free themselves from the knee-jerk lifestyle 

& train their children for life's adventures.

4 ROADBLOCKS TO
FAMILY ADVENTURE

& 1 step toward overcoming each of them!!

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK?



Assuming

Kid-friendly

Knee-jerk

Adaptability



Opportunities for adventure are hiding around every corner but we don't always

take them. I used to assume two things about adventure:

 

1. Adventure has to cost a lot of money and be big to be exciting. 

2. Having kids limit my ability to go on adventures.

 

But now I know better! Assuming is the enemy of free fun. What assumptions do

you have? Adventure is too expensive? Do you assume you're not adventurous

enough? If we wait for our finances to accommodate our dreams, or we believe

having young children will get in our way we'll accidentally miss out on smaller

adventures before or after each scheduled event. 

 

When I let go of my assumptions, I realized that if I train 

my kids that they enhanced our adventures!

 

Assuming steals your family fun. 

Let go of assumptions and enjoy your family!

#1 - ASSUMING

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK?



 

Do you ever feel that you'll only get to go to "child friendly" places? What if we took our kids into

adult spaces, how would they behave? If we are to go on adventures together, our kids will need

self-control and respect for authority with a good attitude. While words like self-control and respect

feel limiting, they will actually widen their circles. Age-appropriate training and discipline lead to

opportunities. Learning these basics will lead to favor with both God and others. Leaving them to the

expectations of the culture narrows their future. 

 

So let's take each child individually and believe they are capable of far more than the

culture says. Your children are a gift and no matter what their age, they can participate

in life's adventures when they are trained for success. 

 

Training our children for 

life's adventures, widens their circles!

#2 - KID-FRIENDLY SPACES

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK?



#3 - KNEE-JERK LIVING

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK?
We've all got stuff we've gotta do. Often times adventure doesn't make the cut. Do you want to do

everything and find yourself too stretched to have time for what really matters to your family? This is
knee-jerk living and you can become free. If your family schedules most things, then create a specific
time for adventure. Maybe you're naturally spontaneous, but your knee-jerk tendency is to say yes to

everything, leaving no room for spontaneous adventure. 

 
Make time for a change! Adventure is not an urgent, schedule-based activity, but it is important.

Creating space for it may encroach on something else you're doing, but you won't be sorry. Focusing on
what is most important for our families helps diminish our regrets.

 

If your family values adventure, take a peek at how you spend 
your time and be willing to cut out something for a month. 

If something feels off, do something about it. 
 

Saying no to knee-jerk living creates time for adventure!



What does it mean to be adaptable? Adaptability is flexibility. I used to be consumed about  the timing,

the weather or logistics. Learning to be adaptable is tough but it can be done!  This is one of the

hardest  areas for me but every time I make plans I must hold them with an open hand and take

whatever comes. Now I choose not to quit when trivial setbacks come up. I choose to be flexible and

say yes to adventure even when the circumstances aren't perfect. 

 

Adaptability means taking on the challenge of your greatest adventure even when

things don't go as we imagined. Learning to be adaptable develops us and offers

positive modelling for our children. 

 

So say yes even if it rains!

#4 - ADAPTABILITY

WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK?



Let Go

Train Our Kids

Make Time

Say Yes



NEXT STEP? 

KNEE-JERK PARENTING CLASS
Do you yelling or have a reactionary (knee-jerk) way of parenting?
Do you feel pressure to conform to other families and their ways? I

know how that feels. You can stop being a knee-jerk parent! 

REGISTER HERE! 

Hi, my name is Lana Leigh Wilkens and I have 6 kids but I want to take them 
into spaces outside the "kid-friendly" or manufactured experiences. 

Do you want to go on adveture with your kids but it feels scary?
 

Join me for the Knee-Jerk Parenting Masterclass & learn a powerful process to train your
kids for life's adventures! This parent-training process enhances family connections and
allow you to take your kids into adventurous spaces instead of just kid-friendly places. 

https://www.lanaleigh.land/kneejerkmasterclass

